
First vs Second Conditional

Name: Date: __/__/20__

If he _____________ I will kill him.1. (fail)fails

I wouldn't believe them if I _____________ you.2. (be)were

Will you give me a kiss if I _____________ you?3. (tell)tell

Perhaps he'll come to the door if I _____________.4. (knock)knock

If I _____________ it extended the next man will be dashed against the
precipice.
5.

(not/keep)
do not keep

And, if you _____________ to remain where you are, you will do well to
sacrifice your wild ambition.
6.

(wish)
wish

If business _____________, I'll cut out business.7. (interfere)interferes

If you _____________, you will recognise this description.8. (have)have

I'll repeat the question for you a dozen times, if you _____________ it, Sir.9.
(require)

require

If a person _____________ jealous before marriage, this characteristic
will be increased rather than diminished by marriage.
10.

(be)
is

I won't tell you if it _____________ beautiful, for I want you to come here
and see for yourself.
11.

(be)
is

What'll your aunt say to me if I _____________ you down?12. (not/get)don't get

Will you try to imitate me in that if the spirit ever _____________ you to
reply?
13.

(move)
moves

But the injustice will appear stronger, if we _____________ the operation
and effect of such laws.
14.

(consider)
consider

I won't go to anybody else, if they _____________ me ever so much.15.
(ask)

ask
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If he _____________ he would lose distance.16. (do)did

She'll do, if you _____________.17. (not/mind)don't mind

What we should do without her I can't imagine; and yet sometimes I think
if it _____________ much longer none of us three will have any character of
our own left.

18.

(go on)
goes on

If he _____________ to speak, she will speak.19. (refuse)refuses

But if it _____________, then what could it be?20. (not/be)were not
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